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A Student & Parent Guide 
to Common Core Math 

Word Problems

In this guide, you will find common addition and subtraction situations set forth in the 
Common Core  Mathematics Standards.  The numbers used in the following examples are the 

numbers used in the Common Core Explanation.
http://www.corestandards.org

There are four different TYPES of problems.  They are:

“Add To”  C  “Take From”   C  “Put Together/Take Apart”    C  “Compare”

Within those types of problems, there can be different SITUATIONS:

“RESULT UNKNOWN”     C    “CHANGE UNKNOWN”     C     “START UNKNOWN”

“TOTAL UNKNOWN”     C   “ADDEND UNKNOWN”     C   “BOTH ADDENDS UNKNOWN”           

“DIFFERENCE UNKNOWN”   C   “BIGGER UNKNOWN”     C   “SMALLER UNKNOWN”           
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Problem Type: 
“Add To” With the Result Unknown

Two dragons played in the grass.  Three more dragons came 
there.  How many dragons are playing in the grass now?

Problem Type: 
“Add To” With the Change Unknown

Two dragons played on the beach.  Some more dragons 
came to play and then there were five dragons. How many 
dragons came to play?

2 3

?

2 ?

5

2 + 3 = ?

2 + ? = 5



Problem Type: 
“Add To” With the Start Unknown

? 3

5

Some dragons were swimming in the river. 3 more ran over 
to play and then there were 5 dragons.  How many dragons 
were swimming in the river FIRST?

? + 3 = 5

Problem Type: 
“Take From” With the Result Unknown

2 ?

55 - 2 = ?

5 frog princes sat on a lily pad. 2 of them hopped away.  
How many frog princes were left on the lily pad?



Problem Type: 
“Take From” With the Change Unknown

? 3

5
5 - ? = 3

5  royal crowns were sitting on the table.  The Queen packed some 
for her trip and then there were 3 crowns on the table. How many 
crowns did the Queen pack?

Problem Type: 
“Take From” With the Start Unknown

2 3

?
? - 2 = 3

Some royal rings were in the jewelry box. The Queen chose 2 to wear 
and then there were 3 left in the jewelry box. How many rings were in 
the jewelry box to begin with?



Problem Type: 
“Put Together/Take Apart” With the Total Unknown

3 2

?
3 + 2 = ?

? 3

53 + ? = 5
or

5 - 3 = ?

A baby dragon ate three small pumpkins and two large pumpkins. How 
many pumpkins did the baby dragon eat?

Problem Type: 
“Put Together/Take Apart” With the Addend Unknown

Five dragons protected the castle.  Three were blue and the 
rest were green.  How many dragons were green?



Problem Type: 
“Put Together/Take Apart” With the Both Addends Unknown

The princess has 5 flowers.  How many can she put 
in her red vase and how many can she put in her 
blue vase?

5=0+5,   5=5+0
5=1+4,    5=4+1
5=2+3,    5=3+2

2 ?

52 + ? = 5

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (How Many More?) With the Difference Unknown

Prince William has 2 horses.  Prince Harry has 5 horses.  How many 
more horses does Harry have than William?



2 ?

5
5 -2 = ?

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (How Many Fewer?) With the Difference Unknown

Prince William has 2 horses.  Prince Harry has 5 horses.  How many 
fewer horses does William have than Harry?

2 3

?
2 + 3 =

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (More) With the Bigger Unknown

Princess Cate has three more crowns than Princess Grace.  Princess 
Grace has two crowns.  How many crowns does Princess Cate have?



3 2

? 3 + 2 = ?

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (Fewer) With the Bigger Unknown

Princess Grace has 3 fewer crowns than Princess Cate.  Princess 
Grace has two crowns.  How many crowns does Princess Cate have?

3 ?

55 - 3 = ?

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (More) With the Smaller Unknown

Mr. Wizard has three more wands than Mrs. Wizard. Mr. Wizard has 
five wands.  How many wands does Mrs. Wizard have?



? 3

5 ? + 3 = 5

Problem Type: 
“Compare” (Fewer) With the Smaller Unknown

Mrs. Wizard has three fewer wands than Mr. Wizard. Mr. Wizard 
has five wands.  How many wands does Mrs. Wizard have?

How do Bar Models Help With Problem Solving?

? 3

5

2 3

?

Based on Singapore Math Strategies, A Bar Model is a learning tool designed to help 
students solve math word problems accurately and efficiently. Bar Models help students 
to model mathematical relationships and identify known and unknown quantities. A Bar 
Model provides students with a powerful image that organizes information and simplifies 
the problem solving process.

Once numbers are plugged into the Bar 
Model, students can see that they have the 
following choices for solving:

1. They can subtract 5 - 3 by counting 
back from 5 to 3 or counting up from 3 
to 5.

2. They can identify the missing addend by 
counting up from 3 to 5.  3 + ? = 5? *Two 
Parts are combined to make a whole.

WHOLE

PART PART

WHOLE

PART PART

In this situation, once the 
numbers are plugged into the 
Bar Model, the student can 
see that they should:
combine (add) both parts to 
make the whole.  2 + 3 = ?


